This National Recycling Week show everyone what a hero you are by making your own Recycling Superhero Symbol.

Get some old paper, cardboard, plastic or cloth and follow the steps below.

You’ll need:
- Material
- Scissors and
- A safety pin or blu tac.

To start with cut the material into thin lengths. For best results your strip should be 40cm or longer. Then follow these steps...

1. Cut the material into thin lengths.
2. Fold the material into a loop.
3. Pin the symbol to your chest.

Then pin or blu tac the symbol to your chest so everyone knows you’re a Recycling Superhero.

To find out how to Recycle More and Recycle Better in your local area call the National Recycling Hotline on 1300 733 712 or check our www.RecyclingNearYou.com.au